Denae Howard is an interdisciplinary artist with a focus in Printmaking and Digital Art. She is currently working on an
array of projects focusing on instances of re-appropriating negative archetypes and stereotypes to reclaim and
transcend positive meaning for black and brown people. Her work is a coded-guide that promotes discussion that
reveals the similarities and differences in the way individuals’ experience the systems that are currently in place. Not
to be confused with propaganda, Her work is a testament to her existence as a Black Femme in modern day
Amerikkka.
“My intent is to create a critique of capitalism by destroying an image over
time. I will leave a (analog) projector on until the image fades or is burnt
away and demolishes the projector. In creating this public art piece I would
hope it serves the subjugated and becomes a catalyst that questions the
systems that rule in the present time.”
In her art works, Danae uses her personal family history, photos and relations and she magnifies them as a mirrors
to her inner explorations. Appropriating the moment, the history of her childhood and cultural background and
making a density of the details, information and texture that push the viewer perceptions to be intensify. Like the
burning of the projector in a symbolic statement of "Capitalism will be lynched" , the act itself is the manifestation of
the burning of a concept. The affirmation of her art as Black Femme in modern day Amerikkka is burning the old
"patriarchal" beliefs and practices. And like a mythological phoenix rising from the ashes, the new will rise to the
expression of her art.
- Francesca Penzani
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ARTIST STATEMENT
Denae Howard is an interdisciplinary artist
with a focus in Printmaking and Digital Art.
She is currently working on an array of
projects focusing on instances of reappropriating negative archetypes and
stereotypes to reclaim and transcend
positive meaning for black and brown people.
Her work is a coded-guide that promotes
discussion that reveals the similarities and
differences in the way individuals’
experience the systems that are currently in
place. Not to be confused with propaganda,
Her work is a testament to her existence as
a Black Femme in modern day Amerikkka.

PROJECT PROPOSAL
My intent is to create a critique of
capitalism by destroying an image over time.
I will leave a (analog) projector on until
the image fades or is burnt away and
demolishes the projector. In creating this
public art piece I would hope it serves the
subjugated and becomes a catalyst that
questions the systems that rule in the
present time.

**PRIOR WORK**
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2017

XBUNNY_INSTALL

2017

PROJECT ABSTRACT
Inspired by works of Dred Scott, Octavia Butler,
James Baldwin, Benjamin Y. Fong, and Oliver Bienkowski to
name a few. My intent is to appropriate the NAACP A Man
was Lynched Yesterday flag with refreshed text making
capitalism the protagonist of societies downfall. In
changing the text of the flag I do not intend on erasing
the struggle tied to the cultural identity of Black people
in America – but to refocus the gaze off of the
objectification of a single group of people, by unifying
the issue by changing the terms of the gaze. Stating;
Capitalism Lynched You Today unifies all viewers who live
and practice capitalism. I will then, kill a projector and
destroy the image of this digitally rendered flag. By
leaving the (analog) projector running excessively until
the image fades or is burnt away and kills the projector.
Killing the projector and the image it projects is
important because it is a demonstration of the
unsustainability a capitalist society, which relies on
want rather than need, consumption rather than
fulfillment, and disposability rather than longevity. In
creating this public art piece I would hope it serves the
subjugated. I feel charged to create work that generates
awareness and serves as a catalyst of conversation around
the suppressed and issues that impact humankind.

“Between 1920 and 1938, the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) flew a flag from the window
of its Fifth Avenue headquarters in
New York City when a lynching took
place. It stated, simply, starkly:
“A man was lynched yesterday.” The
flag demanded that the people of
Manhattan, however far they were
from the American south, bear some
form of witness to the racist
murders taking place in their
nation.”- Jenni Avins

With this understanding of the need to bring
awareness and the worth of a life and the notion
that James Baldwin touches on through his writing.
He identifies and examines the necessity of the
“Nigger“. For me in this instance, the “Nigger”
Baldwin refers to is an ideology of a very specific
type of person or character. But can also refer to
a construct of capital in the United States and
continues to be the anchor of cultural capitalist
growth as a main export. Yet, and still the
manufactured disparities of wealth (old money
wealth) and the continued traumas of white supremacy
only resonate because of the excessive need of
corporations to create capital growth. Which is in
turn suffocating the world. Baldwin writes:

“Now here in this country we’ve got something
called a nigger. It doesn’t in such terms exist
in any other country in the world. We have
invented the nigger. I didn’t invent him. White
people invented him. I’ve always known and I had
to know by the time I was 17 years old, what you
were describing was not me, and what you were
afraid of was not me. It had to be something
else. You had invented it, so it had to be
something you were afraid of … I’ve always known
—and really, always, that’s part of the agony—
I’ve always known that I’m not a nigger. But if
I am not the nigger, and if it’s true that your
invention reveals you, then who is the nigger?
You still think, I gather, that the nigger is
necessary. But it’s unnecessary to me, so it
must be necessary to you. So I give you your
problem back. You’re the nigger, baby. It isn’t
me.” —James Baldwin

Another example of this instance where
capitalism is called out as the core of the
societies structural issues is by Benjamin
Fong in his article entitled “The Climate
Crisis? Its Capitalism, Stupid." He states,
“The real culprit of the climate crisis is
not any particular consumption, production,
or regulation but rather the very way in
which we globally produce, which is for
profit rather than for sustainability. So
long as this order is in place, the crisis
will continue and, given its progressive
nature, worsen.”

LIST OF EQUIPMENT
• Standard Projector (Analog)
or Slide Projector
• Slides
• Extension Cord(s)
• Pedestal
• Outside Wall facing JB
Studios.
• Camera to record time lapse
• Single Candle
• Custom heat resistant plexiglass case for
projector

Process / Preliminary visual diagrams
indicating installation possibilities
In order to kill the projector I have
3 options:
• 1.Take Fan out
• 2. Seal Projectors Vents
• 3. Set a single candle atop the
projector that will begin to melt as
the projector heat up.

IN FRONT NAACP HEAD QUARTERS

IN FRONT JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY BY DREAD
SCOTT

Flat Image

Projection Location(s)

Production Schedule
In order to kill the projector I
have 3 options:
• 1.Creat Imagery (12.2017)
• 2. Apply for funding from (art
school and intergrated media)
(1.2018)

• 3. Oder Supplies (2.2018)
• 4. Make Prototype (3.2018)
• 5. Attempt/ Display Project
(4.2018)

